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Treatment for osteosarcoma can be challenging for some pet owners, but the alternative —
death due to tumor pain and metastasis — is far worse.
Veterinarians, engineers team up to treat cancer
JC Parks mechanic Ryan Dudenhoeffer works on everything from golf carts to sculptures. He
helped weld together a new baseball statue for Jefferson City Vivion Field, which went up the
beginning of ...
Jefferson City Parks mechanic enjoys the creative side
New York-based Cleerly has raised $43 million in a series B round and brought in $54 million
to date. Cleerly is also one of a growing number of companies at the intersection of artificial ...
Start-Up Cleerly Sees Path Using AI to Prevent Cardiovascular Disease
Humans have been able to use machines to master movement, but there are many organisms
that can get around just fine on their own. There are many organisms that can migrate, too,
even microbes.
The Mechanics of a Gliding Microbe, Revealed
Those whose feet first make contact with the ground at the rear part (heel) are known as heel
strikers. Those whose front and rear part of the feet land at the same time are known as
midfoot strikers.
Believe It or Not, It’s Okay to Be a Heel Striker
It’s a relief, as those unfamiliar with the adventures of Lombax (read ‘cat-like alien’)
mechanic Ratchet and his robot buddy Clank would be hard pressed to plough through all the
various ...
Ratchet & Clank: Rift Apart review: Brilliant example of a classic formula refined to a
point of near perfection
This is a vision of the future with the world's smallest single-chip system, a complete electronic
circuit that technicians could one day inject directly into the body to monitor and diagnose
certain ...
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Yes, Scientists Built the World's Smallest Implantable Chip. But Don't Freak Out.
After a decade of research, Christye Sisson, director and professor of photographic sciences in
RIT’s School of Photographic Arts and Sciences (SPAS), has a patent pending for the creation
of a color ...
RIT professor has patent pending for color test target from U.S. Patent Office
As small business owners try to recover as the COVID-19 pandemic seemingly approaches an
end, they continue to face another challenge: a lack of workers.
‘There’s a universal Help Wanted sign out there’: Some Carroll County businesses
struggling to hire workers
Intelligent ventilators provide valuable support to healthcare workers by providing them with
constantly updated information about the patient’s health status ...
How intelligent ventilators can address India’s critical healthcare shortages
The amyloid theory just won’t die. In fact, by approving Biogen's new Alzheimer's disease
drug, the FDA has just ...
Editor's Corner—The FDA's decision on aducanumab will drag down innovation for years
to come
Women are still underrepresented in engineering, but as this year’s WE50 awards show, their
work has touched every corner of the UK despite the challenges of Covid-19 ...
‘They’ve kept the power on’: 2021’s top 50 women in engineering – the full list
The scientists will compare how AD biomarkers change in DS relative to sporadic AD, search
for genes that modify AD risk in DS, and apply what they learn to precision medicine
approaches and clinical ...
Gearing Up for Down’s Syndrome Clinical Trials
With a 1949 classic red Diamond T pickup in the background, Bobby Chandler of Rotterdam
dropped to a knee and took a Father's Day selfie with his three children — twins Bobby and ...
Gas Up event in Schoharie County enjoys big Father’s Day crowd
Kernel will begin sending dozens of customers across the U.S. a $50,000 helmet that can,
crudely speaking, read their mind. Weighing a couple of pounds each, the helmets contain n ...
Can a $110 Million Helmet Unlock the Secrets of the Mind?
Salmonson, a 28-year-old mechanic from the City of Poughkeepsie, said he remembered
visiting the JCPenney store before ... store to vax site That’s the case at the Crossgates Mall,
where ...
COVID vaccine sites breathe life into faltering NY malls and stores. Where to find them.
A dynamic collaboration between researchers in the VT / MD veterinary college’s new Animal
Cancer Care and Research Center and Virginia Tech’s Department ...
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